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good-meats & sweet-meats

Except for five godlet-drops that ran in his 
blood, Harsu was human. He was a long-legged boy 

who would soon be a man, and had a small room in his 
mother’s palace. Every day he missed his father. But  the 
godlet-drops kept him strong inside where it counts most.

His mother might look like a woman but she was Daama, 
the forty-first daughter of the fifty-ninth daughter of one of 
the Wind God’s nine thousand or so children. 

Before Harsu was six she’d taught him about the universe: 
it was a plate covered by a dome, and the dome was the sky. 
Up  there lived many relatives: demi-gods or that sort of 
thing—great-grandfathers, very-great-grandmothers, aunts,  
uncles and cousins. Others roved where they wanted over 
the plate of the universe. With paws they dug deep in 
mountains, or with flippers and fins swam in the great river 
Euphrates. A few were as tall and warty as a pine tree, some 
tinier than a whisker on the chin of a bee.
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When Harsu turned six, his father started teaching him 
too. He was a warrior-physician, human right down to his 
toenails. “Now here is my real strength. Watch and learn,” 
he said. “This is a clay lentil.”

In one hand his father held a damp piece of clay which 
he’d shaped into a rectangle. In the other hand was a stylus 
split from a reed. With deft little movements Harsu’s father 
pressed the stylus several times into the clay. It  made a 
group of small lines and triangles.

“This first sign is the sound of your name.” It looked like 
trees with pointed tops. 

“This next set means my—this one is son,” his father con-
tinued. He spoke the sounds that went with each sign. “I’m 
writing Harsu my son the figh-ter. That is line one. This next 
line is, patience is bravery. Now, wits are the best sickle-sword.”

It had seemed interesting but difficult. 
However, on the student’s side of the clay lentil Harsu 

pressed a clumsy copy of the markings for his own name 
and my son.

“Well done. Enough for now.” His  father covered the 
lentil with a wet cloth to keep it soft for tomorrow.

But next day a fever struck Harsu. For days he sweated 
with dreams. His mother Daama screamed with anger. His 
father answered her for a long time in a deep gentle voice, 
then more loudly. As Harsu’s fever-dreams grew worse, his 
skin broke out in a terrible rash. Daama screamed again. 

“I am saving his life,” his father said. 
“He’s my perfect child, my only child,” his mother shouted. 

“I will not have him scarred!” 
“Whatever happens he’ll be your child!” his father roared.
The  storm of their arguing moved from the bedside 

while fever burned in Harsu’s head. It  was important to 
tell his mother, I love you too. He struggled from bed and 
collapsed on the floor. He heard a rage-hiss like a stoat, and 
the wailing of slaves. His father rushed in and spoke more 
words while he wrote on the lentil. But they made no sense 
through Harsu’s headache. Daama shrieked. The  air was 
busy with whirling dust. Then the air split again with the 
sound of a werestoat that bounded up the walls of his room, 
screaming with fury and triumph. 

The fever-dreams broke into fragments. Harsu felt a cool 
cloth in the hands of a servant. She was pressing it to his 
face, soothing and comforting. 

When at last Harsu woke properly, his father was gone 
from the palace. 

In the six years since, Harsu had been patient, as his 
father had written. The  servants and slaves treated him 
kindly. It didn’t take a clever boy to know when was best to 
keep out of his mother’s way. It was certainly wise never to 
ask about his warrior father.

—
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All morning thirty servants and five cooks had worked at 
the seven ovens. Twenty slaves had swept all twenty patios. 
The mistress-princess was going nowhere, but yet another 
ten slaves had polished every bell on Daama’s seventy carts 
and carriages. They’d buffed the hooves of all the onagers 
whose job it was to pull them. From down in the field came 
their horsey snorting that sounded like the last part of their 
names, dgerr. 

Rattling down the drive came wicker carts laden with 
guests and pulled by donkeys, or onagers if the guests could 
afford them. Men or women, they wore rich linen drapery 
and their wigs were heavy with curls. They brought gifts for 
Mistress-princess Daama, who was plump and smiling in 
new finery. 

It was time Harsu made himself scarce. 
He ran over three patios, past two fountains to the palace 

kitchen. 
Slaves scurried in, pushing past him and the Chief Cook 

to hide themselves in nooks and cupboards. 
Harsu rolled his eyes. “What a shame there was no time 

to polish the drops of water in every fountain.”
“You have your father’s sense of humour, long-legs,” the 

Chief Cook muttered. “For his sake, be careful.” With a 
muscly arm he pointed to a platter. “Hurry, feed yourself.”

Harsu grabbed a skewer of grasshoppers and took a bite. 
“Thank you. It smells so good. Tastes even better.”

The Chief Cook gave a mock bow as he would have to 
Harsu’s father in the days when they camped before battle. 

Harsu began filling a basket to take to the field. “Did you 
and my father have to remind each other that patience is 
courage? It grows painful.” 

“I know today is worse.”  The Chief Cook gave a smile of 
sympathy. “But just a few more months and you’ll be a man.” 

The air swelled with the visitors’ laughter. Music 
from stringed instruments rose from the fanciest patio. 
Processions of servants offered marble plates piled with 
good-meats and sweet-meats.

“How naughty, I shouldn’t!” the guests cried. Their jewels 
clattered when they seized the treats anyway. 

The Chief Cook tapped Harsu’s arm. “Don’t hang about.” 
The man was right. Already the visitors had started to 

chant. 
“We are awash with jealous tears. Daama’s new babies 

are perfect. So glossy, fatter than fruit. Their cheeks are dewy, 
smoother than the finest linen.”

Harsu shrugged a shoulder to hide the old fever-scars 
down the left side of his face. He grabbed another skewer 
of grasshoppers and sprinted to the onagers’ field. 

But the guests chanted louder. Harsu heard all the words 
even here. 

“Daama’s grief at having no child of her own has been a long 
torment.” 
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The strongest onager, his father’s old war-steed, paced 
over to Harsu and snorted. Dgerr.  

“I don’t care. They can’t change the truth,” Harsu said. 
“I’m her son, her only true child. I’m just not perfect.”

“She’s the most excellent mother in all the universe. She deserves 
these gorgeous babies,” bellowed the guests.

It had been like this the first time Daama stole a new 
baby. But this time was worse. She’d stolen twins.

how illogical

It was hours before the guests left, burping after 
too many sweet-meats. In moments, Harsu heard the 

stolen twins beginning to cry. 
He elbowed the war-steed onager and spoke in a high 

baby-voice. “Waah, somebody pooed in my botty-cloth.” 
Daama’s screams and shouts rang down to the field. 

A gaggle of servants ran into the house, many others came 
hurrying out. The  babies’ cries became piercing. Daama 
shrieked, more furious still. A flock of birds soared overhead 
as if they sped from an enemy. 

Dgerr. The  onager nudged Harsu now and made him 
glance over his shoulder. Every onager was bowing its head 
at two people approaching. A man and woman. Their toes 
only grazed the tips of the grass and their garments floated. 
They weren’t wearing curly wigs but they looked wealthy. 
The man had straight moon-silver hair. The woman’s hair 
was silver curls on one side and straight black on the other. 


